










 



 



 Welcome to the Print-and-Play version of the Conjugations Expansion of Japanese: The Game!  

This is the first Intermediate-level Japanese: The Game expansion. It will allow you to conjugate almost any 

Verb or Adjective in the game, and it does so by teaching you the way Japanese is really conjugated in the 

heads of Japanese speakers in live conversations. So with enough practice, you can get the hang of past tense, 

passive voice, command forms, and more! And if you don’t know what those mean, you soon will, so enjoy 

the ride. 

There are point bonuses available in this deck (written like “+1”) for specific card combinations, such as 

compound-conjugating the Polite conjugation with the Past Tense (resulting in the suffix MASHITA). A point 

bonus is yours as long as the specific cards to which a bonus applies remain in use according to the described 

bonus. You lose the bonus as soon anyone (you or an opponent) changes your sentence to the point that the cards no longer satisfy the 

bonus’ condition. But you still get Turn Points to help you eliminate opponents’ cards for making the sentence. (Special note: if you’re 

playing with the Conjugations Expansion and your Core Deck includes a Polite conjugation card, the bonus on the card in this deck also 

becomes eligible for the conjugation card in the Core Deck.) 

The last character of most verb and adjective cards is dark gray instead of black to remind you that it will likely be changing during conjugation. Many cards in this expansion remain a conjugatable 

predicate even after being conjugated once. To conjugate an already-conjugated verb or adjective is called “compound conjugation” and the conjugations that allow this say so on the card. Their last 

characters aren't written in gray, but you conjugate them the same way as a normal verb or adjective: by changing or removing the last character in the word. Once you're used to this to the point 

that you can do it in your head, the language is blown wide open--it's a great feeling.  

Sometimes conjugating a verb or adjective changes it into a different part of speech. For example, the Appears card makes an Adjective function in the same way as an Adjectival Noun. So you can 

use the copular particle NA after it even though the NA particle says it's to be used with adjectival nouns. If the predicate you're conjugating remains a predicate, the Predicate Badge will so indicate. 

Otherwise, as some cards state, "You'll need a new predicate," because every sentence needs a predicate. You could say it's what makes a sentence a real sentence in Japanese. 

Unless noted otherwise, conjugating a verb doesn't change its transitivity: transitive verbs remain transitive and remain capable of having a direct object (marked with the object marker particle WO); 

and intransitive verbs remain incapable of having a direct object. 

There are a couple missing numbers; don't let the lack of 007006 or 007026 throw you off. I had to omit them as a last-chance 

stop before printing because their grammar was too complicated to work with this intermediate-level deck. There are still 36 

cards in this deck like all the other Expansions. Seven of them are Godan Table cards.  

Here’s how to conjugate the different types of Japanese verb: 

ICHIDAN VERBS: (Example to the left) To conjugate an 

Ichidan Verb, simply place a Verb Conjugation card after the 

Verb card. The last syllable of the Ichidan Verb will change 

from ru to something else (or be eliminated in some 

conjugations). In the example, the last syllable of TSUKARERU 

(“get tired”) changes to NAI, i.e. Tsukarenai, meaning “(I) 

don’t get tired.” 

IRREGULAR VERBS: Conjugating an Irregular Verb changes 

the verb as written on the conjugation card. The Past card 

chances KURU to Kita, for example. As with an Ichidan verb, 

you simply place the Verb Conjugation card after the verb. 

GODAN VERBS: Conjugating a Godan Verb requires a Godan Conjugation Table card (AKA Table). You need to take them all out 

of the Deck and place them in a pile next to the Deck while you’re playing. If you run out, just take one from another verb and 

pretend it’s still there. They don’t give you any points; they’re just supposed to help you learn conjugation for real life. Pick one up 

when you need it and place it after the Godan Verb you wish to conjugate. Find the Japanese hiragana character on the left of the Table card (below where it says “Last Character of Conjugated 

Verb”) that matches the last character of the Godan Verb you’re conjugating. The character will be gray instead of black. Line it up with the Japanese word on the Godan Verb card (see above).  

ABOUT PRINTING THIS EXPANSION: 

This set of sheets is formatted to run perfectly on 

8.5” x 11” (“letter”) paper. If you use size A4, just 

make sure that you print it at 100% size, with no 

stretch, centered. It should come out just fine. A lot 

of PnP users only print the cards on one side and 

sleeve them. If you choose to print them double-

sided, the card backs are on page 7 of this PDF. I 

recommend a stiff cardstock with a clay coating. I 

print my own PnP copies on 110 Lb cardstock with a 

clay coating of 198.9 gsm, but thicker paper is better. 

 



Once you’ve aligned those hiragana, we then align the “base.” You will see that every Verb Conjugation card has a black 

circle with “BASE” and a letter or two written on it. “Base A” means that we will be changing the last vowel sound of the 

Godan Verb we’re conjugating from “u” to “a”. “Base TE” changes the last syllable to “TE” or something similar. The 

Table card helps you make that change correctly. Aligning the base involves simply laying the conjugation card over 

the Table to cover up any columns to the right of the base you’re using. For example, the Polite conjugation uses Base 

I, so we cover up anything to the right of BASE I, meaning we won’t see bases U, E, O, TE, or TA. 

To the right we’ve changed the final syllable of our Godan Verb TATAKU from ku to ki for the result Tataki. That’s 

called the verb’s “Base i.” Now it’s time to finish it off. You can see on the Polite card that our complete conjugation is 

BASE I + MASU, so we take TATAKU’s Base i (Tataki) and add masu to it, and we end up with Tatakimasu (pronounced 

“tah-tah-kee-moss”) and our conjugation is complete. You can practice with different Godan Verb cards or in your head 

a couple times. With the Polite conjugations, the Godan Verb KAU (buy) changes its last syllable to i and becomes 

Kaimasu (“ky-moss”). Conjugating the Godan Verb Hashiru (run) to Past Tense we can look up on the Table card that 

the last syllable changes from ru to tta and our conjugation is complete resulting in Hashitta. Japanese speakers do this 

in their heads all the time. It’s much easier than memorizing several versions of every single word as we do in English, 

such as hide, hides, hid, and hidden. English conjugation uses rules that are sometimes unique and often confusing. But 

Japanese conjugation is remarkably consistent compared to many other languages. 

 

ADJECTIVE CONJUGATION: 

Conjugating adjectives is much simpler. You just put an Adjective Conjugation card after the adjective. Really, there’s very little to 

it. Here’s an example (see left). See? You just hack off the gray “I” at the end and use KAROU instead, resulting in Kowakarou, 

meaning “I bet it’s scary.”  

 

Enjoy the deck and let me know what you think! 

 Bernhard@JapaneseTheGame.com 

 Facebook.com/JapaneseTheGame 

 Twitter: @JapaneseTheGame 

 G+: google.com/+JapaneseTheGame 

And of course you can buy new decks and expansions on the website, JapaneseTheGame.com: 

I have great hopes for your bright future of 

Japanese study. 

Sincerely, 

Bernhard Hamaker 

 

CREDITS:  

Created by Bernhard Hamaker.  

Japanese editing and most example sentences by Taka Yanagita 

Art from the Japanese collections from Rijksmuseum, Holland, Netherlands. 


